(SOM E) 2020/21 High School Differences From FIFA
Stop clock for PK, cards, goals, any referee stoppage
Varsity - 40 min half - 10 min break - no OT
The clock will now be stopped in the last five minutes of the game any time the team in the lead makes a substitution
For Referee stoppage or injury - DROP BALL Per FIFA/USSF
Substitutions: Prior to any substitution, any sub must have been present at the Official Area prior to the dead ball.
Exception: Unlimited from bench - between periods, after goals, after injury or replacement for carded players.
This includes cards to bench.
At half time, not required to check in, all others must be beckoned onto the field.
INJURY – unlimited subs by either team, all must be beckoned on.
Cards – Replacement Player from the bench, plus any who checked in prior, all must be beckoned on.
Subs allowed when game is stopped to issue cards to bench personnel.
If Team A is subbing on their Throw-in or CORNER KICK, Team B may, also, sub IF their player is at the half way line and ready.
If no sub by Team A - No Sub by Team B.
NOTE: All subs must have been present at the Official Area prior to the dead ball. (Official Area is at the halfway line.)
Injured player, attended MUST leave the field, including Goalkeepers.
Injury defined by Referee decision. Except, after a goal, referee may check for Injury, Player leaves if Attended.
(Subs are always allowed for injury, whether attended or not.)
PK is not a substitution opportunity, with the except for cards or injury at that time.
Sub may not take the Penalty Kick.
On a Penalty Kick, replace a DQ'ed GK with a field player or sub, then remove a field player .
Coaches are cautioned for first occurrence of players with illegal equipment, players receive the next caution.
Caution - Mandatory departure, subs are optional.
Cards issued for DGSO follow the FIFA interpretation.
DROP BALL & Goal kicks follow FIFA interpretations.
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W arn, then caution for vulgar/profane language not directed at an opponent.
Teams playing short may send a player into the game at any stoppage, with referee approval, unless they are short due to misconduct.
If they are short due to misconduct, subs are only allowed at the normal substitution opportunity.
Player showing possible symptoms of concussion must leave immediately - MAY NOT RETURN
Face Mask MUST have signed medical release in possession of the coach, at the field.
Padded Splints & Casts, Knee braces with metal must a covering which is manufactured for that purpose.
Ankle braces may be worn outside socks if...
No jewelry allowed, including earring posts, or body piercings. (Jewelry means any adornment.)
Standard Shinguard requirements apply, plus, if taped, they must be no higher than 2 inches from the ankle.
Disqualify any Subs entering the field to take part in an altercation.
Throw-in which fails to enter the Field Of Play awarded to opponent.
Coaches must submit a roster 5 minutes prior to match.
Coaches & bench personnel may be shown a card.
Off field misconduct by players or bench personnel - IFK.
If misconduct by bench personnel and can not be identified, the coach will be carded for the offense.
MVAL requires that only a credentialed teacher take over the team in the event that a member of the coaching staff is no longer
available. (A JV coach may replace a Varsity coach if necessary).
Once a PK attempt is started, the kicker may not interrupt his appoach.
Visiting team is to wear all white jerseys and socks.
Caution - M andatory departure, subs are optional.

